Chapter 2

Recommender Systems

In the following we will describe systematically and formally the most important problems related to recommender systems and give some references to
actual solutions. Our focus here is to describe the general recommender systems setting as a base for social recommender systems. See [11, 3] for a more
general introduction to recommender systems and a more thorough overview
of the state-of-the-art, respectively.

2.1 Rating and Item Prediction
The two most basic recommendation problems are rating prediction and item
prediction.
In rating prediction, there are users that rate items (e. g., movies, books,
electronic devices, articles, resources in the terminology of social systems
etc.) explicitely on some scale, say with the numbers 1 to 5, where 1 denotes
the least preferred item and 5 the most preferred one. Given such ratings
we would like to predict ratings of users for items they did not rate yet. In
the most basic scenario, users and items are treated as entities about which
nothing else is known, i. e., as IDs or nominal levels. Formally, there are given
•
•
•
•
•

a set U of users,
a set I of items,
a set R ⊆ R of ratings, e. g., R := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
a set Dtrain ⊆ U × I × R of (user, item, rating) triples,
a (rating) loss function  : R × R → R where (r, r̂) quantiﬁes how bad it
is to predict rating r̂ if the actual rating is r. A typical choice for the loss
is absolute error or squared error:
AE (r, r̂) := |r − r̂|,

SE (r, r̂) := (r − r̂)2

Sought is the prediction of the rating for a user and item, i. e.,
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r̂ : U × I → R
s. t. for some test set Dtest ⊆ U × I × R of (user, item, rating) triples (from
the same unknown distribution as the train set and not available for the
construction of r̂) the test risk
risk(r̂; Dtest ) :=

1



|Dtest |

(u,i,r)∈D test

(r, r̂(u, i))

is minimal.
In the second problem scenario, item prediction, there are no ratings, but
just co-occurrences of users and items, e. g., users may view or buy some of
the items. Formally, there are given
•
•
•
•

a
a
a
a

set U of users,
set I of items,
set Dtrain ⊆ U × I of (user, item) co-occurrences,
(ranking) loss function  : P(I) × RI → R, e. g., recall at k
recallk (J, r̂) :=

1
k
|J ∩ argmax r̂(i )|,
|J|
i ∈I

J ⊆I

Sought is for every user a ranking of the items, i. e., a score function
r̂ : U → RI

or equivalently r̂ : U × I → R

s. t. for some test set Dtest ⊆ U × I of (user, item) co-occurrences (from
the same unknown distribution as the train set and not available for the
construction of r̂) the test risk
risk(r̂; Dtest ) :=

1
|U (Dtest )|

with U (D) := {u ∈ U | ∃i ∈ I : (u, i) ∈ D},



(Iu (Dtest ), r̂(u)),

u∈U (D test )

Iu (D) := {i ∈ I | (u, i) ∈ D}

is minimal.
If the score function is injective (or made injective by breaking ties at
random), it deﬁnes for each user u a linear order over the items by
i ≺u j

:⇔

r̂(u, i) > r̂(u, j),

i, j ∈ I

2.2 Rating Prediction as Regression Problem
Recommendation problems such as rating and item prediction can be viewed
as instances of broader problem classes. The rating prediction problem ba-
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sically is an (ordinal) regression problem where an (ordinal/numeric) target
variable (rating) should be predicted based on two nominal variables (user,
item). Among the speciﬁc characteristics of the rating prediction is (i) the
high number of levels of each of the two nominal variables (many users, many
items) and consequently (ii) the extreme sparsity, i. e., that ratings are observed for only very few user/item pairs. Regression problems of this type
are also described lucidly as matrix completion problems where rows and
columns of the matrix are indexed by the nominal levels of the two variables
and cell values are the ratings, most cells being not observed (see e. g., [6]).
Treating the rating prediction problem in a naive way, say, with binary
indicator variables for the nominal levels of users and items and a linear
model on these variables, leads to a very simple model
r̂(u, i) := μ + μU (u) + μI (i),

μ ∈ R, μU : U → R, μI : I → R

where μ denotes a global average rating and μU and μI model independent
user and item eﬀects (often called user and item bias). This model is unsuited
for personalized predictions as it does not catch any user/item interactions.
If one would use it, again in a naive way, for ranking items for a given target
user, then this ranking would be the same for all users. On the other hand,
adding an explicit interaction eﬀect between user and item indicator to the
model would lead to |U | × |I| parameters, as many as there are observations
in the completed rating matrix.
Therefore, historically, researchers were looking for other methods to
model the rating prediction regression problem. For its simplicity, especially
the nearest neighbor model got a lot of attention [7, 20, 23]. Here, rating prediction is viewed as a separate problem for each item. Then the user indicator
variable is the only variable remaining. Between users a similarity measure
is deﬁned based on their rating vectors, e. g., the Pearson correlation of their
jointly rated items
sim(u, v) :=corrpearson (r|u,Iu ∩Iv , r|v,Iu ∩Iv )
with
Iu :={i ∈ I | ∃r : (u, i, r) ∈ Dtrain },

u∈U

r|u,J :=(r(u, j))j∈J ∈ R|J| , J ⊆ I
n
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
 n
corrpearson (x, y) := n i=1
,
2
(x
−
x̄)2
i=1 i
i=1 (yi − ȳ)

x, y ∈ Rn

For each target item, then the k nearest neighbors having the target item
rated are determined and the rating of a given target user for a given target
item is predicted by a k-nearest-neighbor rule, e. g.,
r̂(u, i) :=μU (u) +


v∈Nu,i



sim(u, v)
(r(v, i) − μU (v))
)
sim(u,
v
u,i

v  ∈N
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with
k

Nu,i := argmax sim(u, v)
v∈U : i∈Iv

Alternatively, one could swap the roles of users and items, i. e., decompose
the problem into separate problems for each item, deﬁne a similarity measure
between items based on their rating vector by users and predict ratings by a k
nearest neighbor rule on items. Nearest neighbor models often are called collaborative ﬁltering or memory-based models in the context of recommender
system problems. If users are the instances, they are called user-based, otherwise item-based.
At the end of the 90s, probabilistic latent class models, especially the aspect model [9, 10] have been developed that allowed a richer modelling of the
user/item eﬀects through a set of non-observed classes. These models nowadays can be understood as regularized sparse low-rank matrix factorization
models [25]. In sparse low-rank matrix factorization models one associates a
latent feature vector φ with every level of each nominal variable and models the interaction between two such variables by a function of their latent
feature vectors, e. g., by their scalar product
r̂(u, i) :=μ + μU (u) + μI (i) + φU (u), φI (i),

φU : U → Rk , φI : I → Rk

These models are called sparse matrix factorization models, because when
identifying the rating and latent feature functions with the matrices of their
values, the rating matrix can be reconstructed by the product of the feature
matrices:
r̂ := μI + μU 1T + 1(μI )T + φU (φI )T ,
where I denotes the |U | × |I| matrix containing only 1’s and 1 the vector
containing |U | many 1’s (or I many 1’s, respectively). As most entries of this
matrix are not observed, one measures the reconstruction error only on the
sparse submatrix of observed entries, i. e.,
(r, r̂) := ||W train  (r − r̂)||
where W train ∈ R|U |×|I| is a weight matrix, usually
train
Wu,i
:= δ(∃r : (u, i, r) ∈ Dtrain ),

u ∈ U, i ∈ I

and || · || a matrix norm, e.g.,
||A|| :=

n 
m


A2i,j ,

A ∈ Rn×m

i=1 j=1

and  denotes element-wise matrix multiplication. They are called low-rank
because the dimension k of the feature vectors (and thus the rank of the
resulting reconstruction r̂) is small compared to the dimensions |U |, |I| of the
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original matrix. The models are called regularized, as not just the training
loss is minimized, but a combination of training risk and a regularization
term, e. g., Tikhonov regularization
min. f (φU , φI ) := risk(r̂; Dtrain ) + λ(||φU ||2 + ||φI ||2 ),

λ ∈ R+
0

Sparse low-rank matrix factorization models are the state-of-the-art models at the time of writing [13]. They usually provide better performance than
other models, do not require to have all training data available at prediction time and are easy to train. For training, diﬀerent learning methods have
been researched. Extremely simple and among the fastest training methods
is stochastic gradient descent [13]. Here, one triple (u, i, r) at a time is sampled from the training data and the features are updated along the negative
gradient with some learning rate η ∈ R+ until convergence:
∂ r̂
∂
(r, r̂(u, i)) U
(u, i) − 2ηλφU (u)
∂ r̂
∂φ (u)
∂ r̂
∂
φI (i) :=φI (i) − η (r, r̂(u, i)) I (u, i) − 2ηλφI (i)
∂ r̂
∂φ (i)

φU (u) :=φU (u) − η

So for example, for the squared error loss this simply yields
φU (u) :=φU (u) − 2η(r − r̂(u, i))φI (i) − 2ηλφU (u)
φI (i) :=φI (i) − 2η(r − r̂(u, i))φU (u) − 2ηλφI (i)
Extensions of the simple matrix factorization model also can cope with
the ordinal level of the rating variable [15].
To demonstrate the usefulness of personalized models such as nearest
neighbor models or matrix factorization models in some speciﬁc domain,
one usually compares them with non-personalized models. More exactly, nonpersonalized models are models that are constant, either the globally constant
model
r̂(u, i) := μ, μ ∈ R
or constant w. r .t. one of the user or item variable, i. e., user or item averages:
r̂(u, i) := μ + μU (u),
r̂(u, i) := μ + μI (i),

μ ∈ R, μU : U → R
μ ∈ R, μI : I → R

2.3 Item Prediction as Ranking Problem
The item prediction problem often is viewed as a set-valued classiﬁcation
problem (usually called a multi-label classiﬁcation problem). As such it could
be described as a set of dependant binary classiﬁcation problems, one for
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each item. A naive Perceptron model again using binary indicator variables
for each level of the user and item variable looks like this:
r̂(u, i) := μ + μU (u) + μI (i),

μ ∈ R, μU : U → R, μI : I → R

It suﬀers from the very same defect as the naive rating prediction model: it
is not personalized, i. e., there is no interaction term for users and items and
such a term cannot be inserted into the model for all interactions as these
parameters are exactly the output one is trying to learn.
Also for item prediction, nearest neighbor models have been used very
successfully very early on. Similarities no longer can be described by the
correlation of the joint rating vectors, but, e. g., by measures of the overlap
of the item sets for two users, e. g., the Jaccard coeﬃcient
sim(u, v) :=

|Iu ∩ Iv |
|Iu ∪ Iv |

The neigborhood of a user now does not depend on him having rated the
target item, but just on similarity, and the nearest-neighbor rule counts the
fraction of neighbors with the target item:
r̂(u, i) :=


v∈Nu



sim(u, v)
δ((v, i) ∈ Dtrain )

v  ∈Nu sim(u, v )

with
k

Nu := argmax sim(u, v)
v∈U

To better understand the item prediction problem, in our opinion three
ideas have been crucial: (i) the problem has been tackled by a probabilistic
latent class model, the aspect model, closely related to the one used for
rating prediction [9, 10]. (ii) the decomposition by a binary classiﬁcation
model per item has been found not to work, as typical recommender data
sets have disjoint train and test item sets for the same user, i. e., no repeating
items, while pairwise decompositions have been shown to work well [22]. (iii)
the matrix factorization approach and the direct optimization of a ranking
loss have been applied to the item prediction problem [26]. Nowadays the
simplest and most elegant formulation of the item prediction problem is not
as a classiﬁcation problem, but as a ranking problem using pairs of positive
items (in the train set) and negative items (not in the train set) as pairwise
input, optimizing a simple ranking loss such as AUC
AUC (J, r̂) :=

1
|J||I \ J|



δ(r̂(j) > r̂(i)),

j∈J,i∈I\J

and using matrix factorization as the ranking function [19].

J ⊆I
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By approximating the discontinuous step function δ, e. g., by the logistic
function
1
σ(x) :=
1 + e−x
one gets a diﬀerentiable (logarithmic) loss
(r, r̂) := τ (r − r̂),

τ (x) := ln σ(x)

that can be optimized directly using a stochastic gradient algorithm on triples
(u, j, i) of users u ∈ U , positive items j ∈ Iu and negative items i ∈ I \ Iu .
φU (u) :=φU (u) − ητ  (r̂(j) − r̂(i))(φI (j) − φI (i)) − 2ηλφU (u)
φI (j) :=φI (j) − ητ  (r̂(j) − r̂(i))φU (u) − 2ηλφI (j)
φI (i) :=φI (i) + ητ  (r̂(j) − r̂(i))φU (u) − 2ηλφI (i)
with
τ  (x) :=1 − σ(x)
This model is known as Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [19].

2.4 User and Item Attributes
In practice, the assumption that users and items are entities about which
there is nothing else known often is too restrictive and does not make use of
some descriptive information about them. For example, in e-commerce, there
are a lot of attributes of the items (products) easily available and there are
some known attributes of users (customers). In these scenarios we say we
have attributes of users or items. We model them by functions
a U : U → Rn U ,

and

aI : I → RnI

respectively.
Early on models have been developed that partition the recommendation
problem into (independent) subproblems for each user, trying to predict the
rating or item choice based solely on the item attributes (content-based ﬁltering [5]). As this completely disregards all collaborative information from
other users, such models provide useful results only in speciﬁc settings where
no such information is available (see the new item problem in Section 2.5) or
as component models in ensembles (sometimes called hybrid models in the
context of recommender systems).
Nowadays, user and item attributes are understood as a second auxiliary
relation in a multi-relational setting. As the user and item attribute relation
share a nominal variable with many levels with the target relation, it makes
sense to factorize both relations and share the features of the shared variable.
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The resulting models are called multi-relational matrix factorization models
[24, 14]. For the case of user and item attributes, the loss of such a model
looks like
(φU , φI , φAU , φAI ) :=(r, φU (φI )T ) + λAU (aU , φU (φAU )T )
+ λAI (aI , φI (φAI )T ),

λAU , λAI ∈ R+
0

Such a model could be easily learned again by stochastic gradient descent,
sequentially sampling tuples from the diﬀerent input matrices. The eﬀect
of factorizing an auxiliary relation could be understood as data-dependent
regularization as we push the latent features φU in a direction where they can
be used to reconstruct not just the target rating or item choice relation, but
also the auxiliary user attribute relation. The weights λAU and λAI determine
how strong this regularization eﬀect should be. As any other regularization
parameters they have to be learned as hyperparameters.
Auxiliary information such as user and item attributes obviously are only
useful when there is not too much primary information, i. e., ratings or item
choices. For some large real recommendation scenarios it has been shown
experimentally that collaborative models based on 10 ratings about an item
provide better predictions than content-based models on thousands of attributes [16]. So user and item attributes mostly are been useful for users
and items that recently joined a system and for whom/which only little rating/item choice information is available (recent user / recent item problems)
or none at all (new user / new item problems; see next section).

2.5 New User and New Item Problems
A speciﬁc class of problems in recommender systems are the so-called new
user or new item problems (also called cold-start problems). A new user
problem describes the situation of a new user entering the system, so that this
user did not yet have rated or choosen any items. In this case obviously none of
the personalized models discussed so far could provide any recommendations.
In practice these problems cover important cases: new users should not be
scared away by getting bad or no recommendations in the beginning, and new
items should not have to wait until they are found and taken up by users by
chance.
For new users, one could resort to content-based ﬁltering, i. e., to build a
separate model for each item that predicts the rating / item choice as function of the user attributes. Better models have been researched where such
content-based models are mediated by collaborative models for the ratings /
item choices [21].
Besides the question how to deal with new users and new items, the active
learning scenario is of interest for recommender systems, i. e., ratings about
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which items to ask a new or recent user so that his preferences could be
learned as quickly as possible [17, 8].

2.6 Context-aware and Multi-Mode Recommendations
Traditionally, recommender systems describe an interaction between two entities, users and items. In many scenarios further entities may moderate this
interaction and inﬂuence a users preference for an item, e. g., the mood of the
target user, the actual location, the actual time, the task the target user is
pursueing, the group the target user is with, etc. These further circumstances
or modes initially have been described in the literature by diﬀerent names
(location-aware recommendations, time-aware recommendations, group recommendations, etc.), but now often collectively are called context-aware recommendations, where the context could be the mood, location, time, etc.
Abstracting from the names of the diﬀerent entities, this problem could be
described as a multi-mode recommendation problem (in the literature usually
called multidimensional [2, 4]). Formally, the multi-mode rating prediction is
as follows: given
• a set E of entity classes, where each entity class E ∈ E is a set of entity
instances (i. e., a set of users, items, moods, etc.),
• a set R ⊆ R ofratings, e. g., R := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
• a set Dtrain ⊆ E∈E E×R of (entity1 , entity2 , . . . , entity|E| , rating) tuples,
• a (rating) loss function  : R × R → R where (r, r̂) quantiﬁes how bad it
is to predict rating r̂ if the actual rating is r.
Sought is the prediction of the rating for an entity instance of each class, i. e.,

r̂ :
E→R
E∈E


s. t. for some test set Dtest ⊆ E∈E E × R of (entity1 , entity2 , . . . , entity|E| ,
rating) tuples (from the same unknown distribution as the train set and not
available for the construction of r̂) the test risk
risk(r̂; Dtest ) :=

1
|Dtest |



(r, r̂(e1 , . . . , e|E| ))

(e1 ,...,e|E| ,r)∈D test

is minimal.
The item prediction problem can be generalized in the same way to a multimode item prediction problem. Speciﬁcally for item prediction, it sometimes
is interesting to predict another mode than the item mode. As we have seen in
section 1.2, in social tagging systems, tags can be described as a third mode,
and there it will be interesting to predict for a given user and item (resource),
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which tags he is likely to use for the item. Any multi-modal item prediction
model obviously can be used to predict any mode by just subsituting mode
names.
If all modes are nominal (as the user and item modes), a multi-mode
recommendation problem can be modeled by means of factorization models
of higher order, so called tensor factorization models [18, 12].
Related to, but diﬀerent from the multi-mode rating recommendation
problem is the multi-criteria recommendation problem [1]. Here, the rating
is not just a single (ordinal) overall rating, but a compound rating reﬂecting
diﬀerent criteria or diﬀerent aspects of the item individually, e. g., for movies
suspense, emotion and humor, or for holiday accommodations location, comfort, friendliness, etc. The diﬀerence between multi-criteria recommendation
problems and multi-mode recommendation problems is that in the latter all
modes are observed for a test case, but for multi-criteria recommendations
ratings for other criteria are not observed, i. e., not available to base the
prediction upon.
If a problem is described as a multi-mode or a multi-criteria problem reﬂects a speciﬁc requirement of the application. For example, item recommendation in a social tagging system has useful (but diﬀerent) applications
as both, as multi-mode recommendation problem and as multi-criteria recommendation problem. As multi-mode recommendation problem we try to
predict for a given user and a given set of tags, which items the user may
be looking for. Here, the tags may describe the context in which the user
is looking for items. On the other hand, as multi-criteria recommendation
problem we are treating the tags as a (nominal) rating, so for a given user we
are looking for interesting items (and eventually in parallel for tags he may
later associate with that item).
For reference in the remaining chapters, we instantiate the context-aware
multi-mode item recommendation problem for tags in social systems, for short
called tag recommendation: given
• sets U, R, and T of users, resources, and tags, respectively,
• a set Y := Dtrain ⊆ U × R × T of user/resource/tag triples,
• a (ranking) loss function  : P(T ) × RT → R, e. g., recall at k
recallk (S, ŝ) :=

1
k
|S ∩ argmax ŝ(t )|,

|S|
t ∈T

S⊆T

Sought is for every user/resource pair a ranking of the tags, i. e., a score
function
ŝ : U × R → RT

or equivalently ŝ : U × R × T → R

s. t. for some test set Dtest ⊆ U × R × T of user/resource/tag triples (from
the same unknown distribution as the train set and not available for the
construction of ŝ) the test risk
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1
|UR(Dtest )|



(Tu,r (Dtest ), ŝ(u, r)),

(u,r)∈UR(D test )

with UR(D) :={(u, r) ∈ U × R | ∃t ∈ T : (u, r, t) ∈ D},
Tu,r (D) :={t ∈ T | (u, r, t) ∈ D}
is minimal.
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